
ONSIGHT WORKSPACE 
MAKES IT EASY FOR TEAMS TO 
CREATE, ACCESS, AND SHARE 
CONTENT.
Onsight Workspace provides a secure, central repository for Onsight images, 
recordings and calls, as well as external content such as manuals and schematics. 
With detailed permission controls, enterprises ensure that authorized users can 
access the content they need to perform their work. 
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WORKSPACE

USING ONSIGHT WORKSPACE, ENTERPRISES CAN:

   Create and manage categories of content for teams
 Enforce versioning of content for audit controls
 Share content from authorized users 
   View telestration within Onsight videos and images via the 

browser
 Upload product manuals, schematics or training content 
 Create favorites and view recent uploads for quick access
 Request notifications of new or updated files within        

    specific folders
 Search tags and titles to find relevant content quickly
 Create detailed user and group permissions in conjunction      

    with Onsight Platform Manager
 View advanced Admin reports to manage content and usage

   Enable automatic uploads from Onsight Connect to 
simplify the process

   Enforce optional automatic upload controls such as a 
requirement for wireless or wired network access

   Manually upload content from within the file system
   See the upload status of all Onsight calls, images and 
recordings 

   View the upload queue and adjust content uploads
   Launch Onsight Workspace to find and view relevant 
content in Onsight Connect

  Snip sections of manuals or content to share

INTEGRATED WITH ONSIGHT CONNECT, 
ENTERPRISES CAN:
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FIND 
Search and find specific 
content immediately using 
tags, date, and more. 

MANAGE 
Configure detailed group and 
user permissions and activity 
notifications.

UPLOAD 
Create and add Onsight 
media and calls, as well as 
documents and schematics.

REPORTING AND ANALYTICS

SHARE 
Share files with authorized 
team members to view within 
their browser.

ANALYZE 
View detailed reports on 
usage, document types, and 
more.

WORKSPACE

Workspace provides administrators with 
analytics and reports to understand 
user activity and content distribution. 
Administrators can view different report 
types to manage Workspace including:

   A dynamic content distribution chart to view the total  
   number of documents, size, and type within specific  
   folders or overall. 

   A collection of charts and graphs to view content and  
   usage statistics such as the top content creators and  
   document types within Workspace.

ONSIGHT WORKSPACE HIGHLIGHTS

Onsight Workspace creates a seamless 
experience for users. Easily upload content 
into Workspace from Onsight Connect or 
add files from a computer. Tag images, 
videos, documents and more with keywords 
and phrases for quick searches. 

Supported browsers: 

• Google Chrome

• Safari iOS 10.2 and Mac

• Microsoft Edge
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